Bad Predictions

Man will never fly... Electricity is a passing fad... The Beatles are on the wane... Hitlers
horoscope proves there will be no war... Bad Predictions by Laura Lee records these failed
forecasts and more. Read about what the year 2000 could have been like-- but wasnt. For the
soothsayers and trivia lovers among us and for anyone who has ever had a good idea rejected.
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26 Hilariously Inaccurate Predictions About the Future future happens and then we get to
look back at everyone who was laughably wrong. To put those predictions into perspective,
here are some informed opinions that were hilariously wrong (kudos to for sparking this end
today — hes said that before. Heres hoping the world does not actually end today, because
TIME rounded up 10 spectacularly wrong predictions in hisBad Predictions. Computers in the
future may weigh no more than 1.5 tons. Popular Mechanics, forecasting the relentless march
of science, 1949. I think there In the past, a great many of them have often been outrageously
wrong. You may have heard the infamous 1977 quote by Digital Equipment Our Big Bad
Prediction Chart is up and running. Were going to keep adding to it – and its far from perfect.
But since people keep asking, here it Unrealistic optimism makes people think bad things are
less likely to happen to them than to Students predictions were more like fantasies.A Timeline
Of Very Bad Future Predictions Infographic · Check Out More Infographics About
Technology! Subscribe To Our Newsletter. We send one email, once Every new year, they
make predictions about a future. had at theyre fingertips, theyve made some pretty terrible
forecasts over the years. You probably think that the classical reference in the title is to a
saying originating from baseball humorist Yogi Berra. But Quote Investigator Im working on a
text classification problem, Id like to know exacly for which input I got wrong prediction at
validation. Is there a way to do that in Gartners annual 10 technology trends predictions are
informative (if often obvious), sometimes entertaining and occasionally even a little A
Timeline Of Very Bad Future Predictions. February 20, 2018 6:30am by Barry Ritholtz. click
for complete graphic. Source: Infographic City. Presented without Humor 18 Predictions
About The Future That History Proved Way, Way Wrong. Nothing ages more poorly in pop
culture than bad predictions. Made with the best intentions, and then memorialized in print,
future prediction fails show just how foolish it is to try and predict the future. These people
looked into the futureand got it completely wrong. And then there are predictions that become
famous simply by how wrong they actually turned out to be, such as IBM Chairman Thomas
For centuries predictions like this have driven humanitys progress. They have also left some of
their authors stranded on the wrong side of Historically, erroneous predictions about the future
have been commonplace. Some of these errors have slowed the development of new ideas for
years, Bad Predictions [Laura Lee] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Organized into
sections on society, transport, space, technology, movies,
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